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In this paper, we present a combinatorial theorem on a bounded polyhedron for 
an unrestricted integer labelling of a triangulation of the polyhedron, which can be 
interpreted as an extension of the Generalized Sperner lemma. When the labelling 
function is dual-proper, this theorem specializes to a second theorem on the 
polyhedron, that is, an extension of Scarfs dual Sperner lemma. These results are 
shown to be analogs of Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem on a polyhedron, and are 
shown to generalize other combinatorial theorems on bounded polyhedra as well. 
The paper also contains a pseudomanifold construction for a polyhedron and its 
dual that may be of interest to researchers in triangulations based on primal and 
dual polyhedra. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In an article published in 1928, Emanuel Sperner demonstrated a purely 
combinatorial lemma on the n-simplex that implied the fixed-point theorem 
of Brouwer for continuous functions. The connection between com- 
binatorial theorems and topological theorems was further investigated by 
Tucker [24], who developed a combinatorial lemma that implied the 
antipodal point theorems of Borsuk and Ulam and of Lusternik and 
Schnirelman [ 193. Kuhn [ 151 and Fan [S] later examined combinatorial 
results on the n-cube that imply Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem. 
With the development of fixed-point computation algorithms stemming 
from Scarfs seminal work [21], there has been a resurgence of research in 
combinatorial analogs of Brouwer’s theorem. Such analogs of Brouwer’s 
theorem on the simplex include Scarfs “dual” Sperner lemma [22], the 
Generalized Sperner lemma [ 111, and of course, the original Sperner 
lemma [23]. Analogs of Brouwer’s theorem on the cube include a pair of 
dual lemmas presented in [6], one of which is analogous to the construc- 
tive algorithm in van der Laan and Talman [ 171. Recently, these com- 
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binatorial results have been extended to simplotopes (see Freund [7] and 
van der Laan et al. [IS]), for which the simplex and cubical theorems are 
special cases. 
In this paper, we present a combinatorial theorem on a bounded 
polyhedron for an unrestricted labelling of a triangulation of the 
polyhedron, which can be interpreted as an extension of the Generalized 
Sperner lemma. This theorem is the main theorem of Section 3, Theorem 1. 
When the labelling function is dual-proper, Theorem 1 specializes to a 
second combinatorial theorem on the polyhedron, that is an extension of 
Scarfs dual Sperner lemma. These results are shown in Section 3, and their 
relationship to other results on bounded polyhedra are also shown in 
Section 3. 
Section 4 addresses extensions and limitations of Theorem 1. We show 
how the geometric representation of a polyhedron can affect the implica- 
tions of Theorem 1. We also address the issue of an extension of Sperner’s 
lemma to a bounded polyhedron. We present such an extension as 
Theorem 4 of the section. However, the proof of Theorem 4 is based on 
Brouwer’s theorem; it is an open question whether a purely combinatorial 
proof of Theorem 4 can be demonstrated. 
Section 5 is devoted to a combinatorial proof of Theorem 1. As part of 
this proof, we present a pseudomanifold construction for a polyhedron and 
its dual (Lemma 3) that may be of interest to researchers in triangulations 
based on primal and dual polyhedra. 
2. NOTATION 
Let R" denote real n-dimensional space, and define e to be the vector of 
l’s, namely e = (1, . . . . 1). Let x .y and x 0 y denote inner and outer product, 
respectively. Let 0 denote the empty set, and let ISI denote the cardinality 
of a set S. For two sets S, 7’, let S\T= {x 1 x E S, x 4 T}, and let 
SdT= (XIXESU T, x$Sn r}. If xES, we denote S\(x) by S\x to ease 
the notational burden. Let u”, . . . . urn be vectors in R". If v’, . . . . Y” are 
affinely independent, i.e., if the matrix 
g .. . vm 
[ 1 1 1 . . . 
has rank (m + 1 ), then the convex hull of u” ,..., Y”, denoted (u’, . . . . urn), is 
said to be a real m-dimensional simplex, or more simply an m-simplex. If 
CT = (VO, . . . . urn) is an m-simplex and (@, . . . . di} is a nonempty subset of 
b” , *--7 urn}, then z = (tj”, . . . . u’” ) is a k-face or face of CJ. 
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Let V= (u’, . . . . u“} be a finite subset of vectors in R”. The set V is said 
to be in general position if each subset of I/ containing at most n + 1 mem- 
bers is affinely independent. 
Let X be a celZ in R”, i.e., a nonempty bounded polyhedron in R”. Let 
T be a finite collection of m-simplices CJ together with all of their faces. T 
is a finite triangulation of L?iF if
(i) UoGT~=X. 
(ii) a,zETimplyanrisafaceofaandofz. 
(iii) If 0 is an (m - 1 )-simplex of T, 0 is a face of at most two 
m-simplices of T. 
An abstract complex consists of a set of vertices E?’ and a set of finite 
subsets of K(‘, denoted K, such that 
(i) uEE? implies (u) EK, and 
(ii) xcy EK implies xE:K. 
Note that the empty set @ is an allowable member of a complex K. An ele- 
ment x of K is called an abstract simplex, or more simply a simplex. If x E K 
and 1x1 = n + 1, then x is called an n-simplex, ,where 1.1 denotes cardinality. 
Technically, an abstract complex is defined by the pair (p, K). However, 
since the set ti is implied by K, it is convenient to denote the complex by 
K alone. An abstract complex K is said to be finite if p is finite. 
An n-dimensional pseudomanifold, or more simply an n-pseudomanifold, 
where n 2 1, is a complex K such that 
(i) x E K implies there exists y E K with 1 yl = n + 1 and x c y, and 
(ii) if xEK and 1x1 =n, then 
contain x. 
there are at most two n-simplices of K 
Let K be an n-pseudomanifold, where n 2 1. The boundary of K, denoted 
8K, is defined to be the set of simplices x E K such that x is contained in 
an (n - 1 )-simplex y E K, and y is a subset of exactly one n-simplex of K. 
Let X be an m-cell in R”, and let T be a finite triangulation of 3. For 
each nonempty face z of each m-simplex cr of T, define Z = (V I u is a vertex 
of z >. Then the collection K = (? I z is a nonempty face of a simplex of T} 
is an m-pseudomanifold, and is called the m-pseudomanifold corresponding 
to T. 
If A and b are a matrix and a vector, let Ai and bi denote the ith row 
and component of A and b, respectively, and let A, and b, denote the 
submatrix and subvector of A and b corresponding to the rows and 
components of A and b indexed by B, respectively. 
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3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Consider a bounded polyhedron X of the form 
.!r= {XERy4X<b}, (1) 
where A and b are a given (m x n)-matrix and m-vector, respectively. Let 
T be a finite triangulation of %, let K” denote the set of vertices of T, and 
let K be the pseudomanifold corresponding to T. Let M = { 1, . . . . nz} be the 
set of constraint row indices, and let L( .): K” + M be a labelling function 
that assigns a constraint row index i to each vertex 2, of K”. Our interest 
lies in ascertaining the combinatorial implications of such a labelling func- 
tion, under boundary conditions or not, in the spirit of and as a generaliza- 
tion of other combinatorial theorems on bounded polyhedra [5-7, 10, 15, 
17, 18, 22, 24, 251. Toward this goal, it will be convenient to make the 
following assumption regarding .!E: 
ASSUMPTION A. 55 is bounded, solid (i.e., dim 3Y = n), and centered (i.e., 
!Z’ contains the origin in its interior). The system of inequalities (1) has no 
redundant constraints; i.e., every row of (A, b) corresponds to a facet of X, 
and the rows of (A, b) have been scaled so that each bi= 1, i= l,..., n (i.e., 
b=e). 
It should be noted that any n-dimensional bounded polyhedron ?E can 
be orthogonally transformed and translated so that it satisfies Assumption 
A, without disturbing the combinatorial structure of X. Some of the 
components of Assumption A will be relaxed later on, in Section 4. 
Let %” = ( y E R” 1 y = I1A, ;Z 2 0, II . b = 1). Then %” is bounded, solid, 
and contains the origin in its interior. Furthermore, 5?“” can alternately be 
described as X0 = ( y E R” 1 y . x < 1 for all x E 31, whereby X0 is seen to be 
the polar of %(see [20]) and int X0= (y~R”1y.x~ 1 for any XEX}. 
%“” is also a combinatorial dual of X; i.e., there is a one-to-one inclusion 
reversing mapping from the k-faces of 3 to the (n - k - 1 )-faces of %” (see 
WI)* 
Because (1) has no redundant constraints, each row of A is a vertex of 
3”. Furthermore, every point y E X0 can be expressed as a convex com- 
bination of (n + 1) extreme points of so, i.e., (n + 1) rows of A. A point 
y E X0 is called a regular point of X0 if y cannot be expressed as a convex 
combination of n or fewer rows of A. Because X is bounded, X0 is solid, 
and so almost every point in 3” is a regular point of X0, i.e., the set of 
points in X0 that are not regular is a set of measure zero, and 3”” has 
positive measure. Figure 1 illustrates the above remarks. In the figure, y1 
is a regular point, and y3 is not a regular point. The circled numbers on the 
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A-={ XE R* 1 Axlb h where A = 
A 
x2 : 
3 2 
1 4 
-1 2 
-1 -2 
. 3 -2 1 
,b 
FIGURE 1 
boundary of .%+ in the figure indicate the row constraint index for the facets 
indicated. 
For a subset acA4, define S,= {y~R”Iy=&A.,&30, A,-b,=l}; 
i.e., S, is the convex hull of the rows of A indexed over cc. We have S, = X0 
for a = A4, and S, c 2”’ for all a c M. For every y E 3“ define 
G, = (a c MI y E S,). Then G, consists of the row index sets of vertices of 
cells S, that contain the point y. Referring to Fig. 1 again, we see that G,I 
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consists of the four sets ( 1, 3, 4}, { 1, 3, 5 >, { 1, 2, 4 1, and { 1, 2, 5}, plus all 
other subsets of M that contain one of these four sets. Likewise, the mini- 
mal members of Gv4 are ( 1, 2, 5 >, ( 1, 3, 5}, and ( 1,4, 5). Regarding G,J, 
the minimal members of G,j are { 1, 2, 31, (2, 41, and (2, 3, 5). 
Now let T be a finite triangulation of 3, let K be the pseudomanifold 
corresponding to 7’, and let L( . ): K” + M be a labelling function from K”, 
the set of vertices of K, to M, the set of constraint row indices of X. For 
a simplex ~EK, let L(o)=(i~M/i=L(v) for some USA>. For a given 
subset S of %, define c(S)=(i~M/A~x=b, for all XES). For a point 
XE%, define C(X) = C({x}). Th e mapping C( . ) identifies the “carrier” 
hyperplanes of the set S or point X. 
With the above notation in hand, we can state our main theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a polyhedron that satisfies Assumption A. Let T 
be a finite triangulation of X, let K be the pseudomantfold corresponding to 
T, and let L( - ): K” + A4 be a labelling function. Then 
(i) for any regular point y E Z^“, there are an odd number of simplices 
u E K such that (L(a) v C(o)) E G,., and hence at least one. 
(ii) for any point y E int Z”, there is at least one simplex TV E K such 
that (L(a) u C(a)) E GY. 
To illustrate the theorem, let us continue with the example of Fig. 1. 
Figure 2 shows a triangulation T of % and a labelling of K”. Regarding y’, 
a regular point of X0, there are five simplices CJ of K for which (L(a) u 
FIGURE 2 
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C(4) E G,l = { { 1, 3,4f, (1, 3, 5), (4 2,4}, (L2, 5}}, namely (t>, (w u}, 
(a>, (jig, k), and (P, q, u). Note that L((w u))= (1,3j, C((w, u))= 
(5}, and hence (L(( w, v}) u C( (u, u})) = (1, 3, 5) E G?,I. Regarding y4, 
there are three simplices u E K for which (L(a) u C(a)) E G.L,4 = ( { 1, 2, 5 }, 
(1, 3, 5}, (1, 4, 51}, namely (p, q, u}, (w, v>, and (x, t, z}. In the case of 
the pentagon J?Z in Fig. 1, Theorem 1 actually makes eleven assertions 
about the oddness of certain instances of labels, one assertion for each of 
the eleven regions composing %““. 
The assertions of Theorem 1 do not depend on any special restrictions 
of the labelling L( a) on the boundary of !Z. If we restrict the labelling L( .) 
on the boundary of X, we can obtain a stronger form of Theorem 1. A 
labelling L( . ): K” + A4 is called dual-proper if L(U) E C(U) for all u E 8X, 
u E K”. If L( .) is dual-proper, L(V) must index a binding constraint at u if 
v lies on the boundary of X. This restriction was first introduced by Scarf 
[22] for the simplex. The denotation here is consistent with the notion of 
a dual-proper labelling as used in [7]. A triangulation T of % is said to be 
bridgeless if for each g E T, the intersection of all faces of % that meet c is 
nonempty. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3, for n = 2. In the figure, each 
of the simplices 0 1, CT~, and c3 fails the intersection property. Essentially if 
T is bridgeless, then no simplex o of T meets too many faces of X that are 
disparate. 
If L(a) is dual-proper and T is bridgeless, we have the following stronger 
version of Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 2. Let % be a polyhedron that satisfies Assumption A. Let T 
be a finite triangulation of X and let K be the pseudomantfold corresponding 
to T. Let K( . ): K” -+ M be a labelling function on K”. If L( . ) is dual-proper 
and T is bridgeless, then: 
(i) for any regular point y E %““, there are an odd number of simplices 
o E K such that L(o) E G,, and hence at least one; 
(ii) for any point y E int X0, there is at least one simplex o E K such 
that L(a) E G,,. 
Theorem 2 can be deduced from Theorem 1 as follows: 
Proof of Theorem 2. Assuming Theorem 1 is true, it suffices to show 
that for each y E int !Z”, if (L(a) u C(a)) E G,,, then C(o) = 4. Suppose not. 
Then there exists 5 E K such that (L(6) u C(a)) E G, and C(0) # @. 
Because C(6) # a, 6 E d?Z, whereby each vertex v of 3 must satisfy 
L(U) E C(v). If L(v) = i, then U, and hence 0, meets the facet Fj defined by 
F, = (x E XjAix = bi). Therefore 6 meets every facet Fi for iE L(5). 
Furthermore, 6 meets every facet Fi for i E C(6). Denoting 
a = (L(6) u C(a)), we have 5 meets Fi for every iEa. Thus nisa Fi# @, 
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FIG. 3. Cases where the intersection of the faces that meet G are empty. 
because T is bridgeless. Let X E ni, E I;i, i.e. A,% = b,. Since a E G,., there 
exists A,? 0 for which b, . & = 1 and y = &A,. However, y -2 = &A,2 = 
&b, = 1. However, this implies that y $ int X0, a contradiction, and so the 
theorem is proved. 1 
Theorems 1 and 2 (without the oddness assertion) are equivalent to the 
fixed-point theorem of L. E. J. Brouwer [2], stated below: 
BROUWER'S THEOREM ON A BOUNDED POLYHEDRON. Let X be a non- 
empty bounded polyhedron, and let f (. ): 3 -+ X be a continuous function. 
Then there exists a fixed point of f ( . ), i.e. a point x* E 3 such that 
f (x*) = x*. 
In order to demonstrate the equivalence of Theorems 1 and 2 to 
Brouwer’s theorem, we will use the following lemma, which relates the 
equivalance of polyhedral representations under projective transformation. 
PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION LEMMA. Let X= (x~R”/Ax<b} be a 
polyhedron that satisfies Assumption A, and let X” = ( y E R” 1 y = AA, il > 0, 
b4 = 1 }. For any given y E int X0, then the set %’ = (x’ E R” ) (A -e 0 y)x’ <b > 
is combinatorially equivalent to 37, and X’” = X0 -y. The projective trans- 
formation g(x) = x/( 1 -y ax) maps faces of X onto the faces of X’ and is 
inclusion preserving. Furthermore, T is a triangulation of X tf and only tf T’ 
is a triangulation of %‘, where T’ is the collection of simplices 0’ = g(a) for 
every CJ E T. 1 
See [ 131 for properties of polyhedra under projective transformation. 
Proof of Theorem 1 (without the Oddness Assertion) from Brouwer’s 
Theorem. Let X, T, L( . ), and K be given as in Theorem 1. Let y E int X0 
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be given, define 3”’ and T’ as in the projective transformation lemma, 
let K’ be the pseudomanifold corresponding to T’, and define 
L’(d) = L(g-l(d)) for V’ E K”‘. For each ZJ’ E K”‘, define h(u’) = AL,(V,J -JJ, 
and extend h( . ) in a piecewise-linear manner over all of ~57’. Define 
f(x’)=argmin.,, llz’-~‘+h(x’)11~, where II . (I 2 denotes the Euclidean 
norm. Because h( .) is continuous, f( .) is continuous and so contains a 
fixed point 2’. Let 6’ be the smallest simplex r~’ in T’ that contains X’, and 
let y = L(6’), p = C(Z), and a = y u /?. Then the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker con- 
ditions state that X’- X’ + h(%‘) = -A&A - e~y)~, for some lP > 0. 
Furthermore, h(2) = &(A - e 0 y ), for some particular ly > 0, 1, . e, = 1. 
Therefore, x,( A - e 0 Y)~ + A,( A - e 0 y ), = 0, whereby A,( A - e 0 y), = 0 has 
a nonnegative and nonzero solution. Upon resealing the multipliers 2, so 
that they sum to unity, we have A, A = y, A,> 0,x, . e, = 1. Thus a E GY and 
(L(0’) u C(3)) = a, whereby the simplex ~7 E T defined by 6 = g - ‘( 6’) has 
(L( CT) u C( 6)) = a E G,, proving the result. 1 
The construction of the function f( .) was introduced by Eaves [3] to 
convert the stationary-point problem of h( *) to a fixed-point problem 
on f( * )* 
Proof of Brouwer’s Theorem from Theorem 1. Let 57 be a polyhedron 
that satisfies Assumption A, and let f (. ): X -+ X be a continuous function. 
Let T be a finite triangulation of % and let K be the pseudomanifold 
corresponding to T. Let L(. ) be a labelling function on K” defined so that 
L(u) equals any index i for which Ai(v -f(u)) 2 0 and is maximum over all 
rows. Because % is bounded, such an index i must exist. Now let y =O. 
Then y E int So. From Theorem 1, there exists a simplex 0 E K such that 
vb) u C(4) E G,,. 
Now consider an infinite sequence of triangulations Tj, the maximum 
diameter of whose simplices goes to zero as j -+ co. Then there exists a 
sequence of simplices & such that (L(oj) u C(aj)) E G,,. Let X be any 
accumulation point of the sequence of aj, and let 6 and /I be any accumula- 
tion point of the appropriate subsequence of L(o’) and C(o’), respectively. 
Also, let y = C(X). Then, from the continuity f (. ), Ai(Z -f(X)) > 0 for all 
iEd, Aix=1foralliEp,andBcy,andsoAi(x-f(x))bOforalliE~uB. 
Let a = 6 u p. Because a E G,, there exists &a 0, with ea& = 1 and 
&A, = 0. Thus &A,(% -f (2)) = 0. If there exists an index ie 6 for which 
pi > 0, then Ai(X -f (2)) = 0, and hence A(% -f (2)) = 0, because the indices 
i were chosen maximally; this implies that X = f (X), because % is bounded. 
It thus remains to show that ii > 0 for some i E 6. Assuming the contrary, 
then &=O, and hence &A,=lDA,=O, pcC(X), and eB.AP=l. But if 
this were true then 0 = y. X = L,A,Z = Aa. ep = 1, a contradiction. Thus 
1, # 0, and the derivation is proved. 1 
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Relation of Theorems 1 and 2 to Other Combinatorial Results on Bounded 
Polyhedra 
In this subsection, we show how various other combinatorial labelling 
results on bounded polyhedra can be derived as specific instances of 
Theorems 1 and 2. We first examine how Theorem 1 specializes to a strong 
form of a recent theorem due to Yamamoto, for labellings of a triangula- 
tion of a bounded polyhedra. We next show how Theorems 1 and 2 
specialize to some well-known combinatorial theorems on the simplotope 
and the simplex, including the Generalized Sperner lemma [ll ] and Scarfs 
dual Sperner lemma [ 221. 
A Theorem of Yamamoto 
Let % be a polyhedron satisfying Assumption A, let T be a triangulation 
of 3, let K be the pseudomanifold corresponding to %, and let 
t( . ): K” + it4 be a given labelling function. If X is a nondegenerate extreme 
point of .%, then C(X) = p for some subset /3 of A4 with cardinality n. 
Furthermore, S, then is a facet of %” and is an (n - l)-simplex. Let jj be 
an element of rel int S, and let y be any regular point of X0 lying suf- 
ficiently close to J. Then the minimal members of G, consist of all sets of 
the form fl u (j>, where jE M\/3. From Theorem 1, then, there exist an odd 
number of simplices r~ E K such that L(a) u C(a) 2 /I u (j} for some 
Jo M\P. Thus there are an odd number of simplicies r~ E K with the 
property that L(a) u C(a) properly contains C(X). This last statement is a 
stronger version of a recent result due to Yamamoto: 
THEOREM 17 OF YAMAMOTO [25]. Let %= (xE R”( Ax< b) be a 
bounded polyhedron, let T be a triangulation of %, let K be the pseudo- 
mantfold corresponding to T, and let L( . ): K” + M be a labelling function 
defined on the row indices M of the constraint matrix. Then if X is a 
nondegenerate extreme point of %, there exists at least one simplex o E K 
with the property that L(a) v C(a) properly contains C(X). 
Thus Yamamoto’s theorem can be seen as an instance of Theorem 1, and 
his result can be made stronger. Indeed, as the previous remarks state, there 
are an odd number of such simplices 0 with the indicated labelling property. 
Combinatorial Theorems on the Simplex and Simplotope 
We now show how Theorems 1 and 2 specialize to known results on the 
simplex and the simplotope. The three major combinatorial results on the 
simplex, namely Sperner’s lemma [23], Scarfs dual Sperner lemma [22], 
and the Generalized Sperner lemma [ 111, all assert the existence of an odd 
number of simplices with certain label configurations. However, when these 
three results are extended to the cube and simplotope, the oddness asser- 
tion disappears, and the dimension of the specially labelled simplices of 
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interest is reduced (see [7, IS]). The inability to assert that there are an 
odd number of specially labelled simplices stems from the constructive 
proofs of these simplotope theorems. Herein, by casting the simplex and 
simplotope theorems as instances of Theorems 1 and 2 for particular values 
of Jk!X”, we will see that the oddness assertion holds on the simplex 
precisely because 7 is a regular point in X”, and the oddness assertion on 
the simplotope (and hence the cube) does not hold, precisely because j is 
not a regular point in X0. 
Let S”= (xERn/x>e, -e.x<l}. Then S” is an n-dimensional 
simplex. By defining 
A”= I [ 1 -eT and b= 
we can write S” as S” = (X E R” 1 A”x < b}. Let T be a triangulation of s”, 
K the pseudomanifold corresponding to T, and L(. ): K” + M, where 
M= { 1, . . . . m> = (1, . . . . n+l}, because m=n+ 1. For %=S”, the set 
X0 = (v 1 y = AA”, 12 0, e e A = 1) is an n-simplex that contains the origin, 
and any y E int 3” is a regular point in so. In particular, jj = 0 is a regular 
point in 3”“, and G, = (M) = ({ 1, . . . . n + 1 } >., Because S” satisfies Assump- 
tion A, we can apply Theorem 1, and assert that there are an odd number 
of simplices 0 E K with the property that (L(a) u C(a)) E G,, i.e. 
L(a) u C(a) = (1, . ..) n + 1 }. This is precisely the Generalized Sperner 
lemma [ 111, and is seen to follow as a specific instance of Theorem 1. 
Now suppose that the labelling L( .) is dual-proper; i.e., for each 
UE dS”, L(u) = i must be chosen so that Aiu = bi. Furthermore, suppose 
that no simplex of T meets every facet Fi of S”, where 
Fi={XESnIAiX=bi}, i=l,..., n + 1. Then it can be shown that for any 
simplex 6 of T, the intersection of all faces of S” that meet 6 is nonempty; 
i.e., T is bridgeless, whereby the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied. Thus 
there exist an odd number of simplices 0 E K such that L(a) E G,, i.e., 
L(a) = { 1, . . . . n + 1). This latter result is precisely Scarfs dual Sperner 
lemma [22], and it is seen to follow as a specific instance of Theorem 2. 
We now turn our attention to theorems on the simplotope. A simplotope 
S is defined to be the cross-product of n simplices, S = Sml x . . . x Smp, 
where, for simplicity, we will assume that each mi > 1, j = 1, . . . . p. Any point 
x E S is a vector in RN, 
x = (xl; . . . . 
where N = C,P_ 1 mi, and x can be written as 
xp), where each each X~E R”J, j = 1, . . . . p, and x is the concatena- 
tion of the n vectors x’, j = 1, . . . . p. Defining A” as above, let us define A as 
the (N+p) x (N) matrix, 
where A”/ is as described previously. 
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Then S can be described as S= (x E RN 1 Ax < b} where b E RN+p and 
b=e. Define M= ((j,k)lj= 1, . . . . p, k= 1, . . . . mj+ 11. The rows of A can be 
indexed by the ordered pairs (j, k) E M where row (j, k) of A is in fact row 
number (xi:: (m,+ 1) + k) of A. Likewise, a vector 3, E RNfp will be 
indexed by the ordered pairs (j, k) E M. Let T be a triangulation of S, let 
K be the pseudomanifold corresponding to T, and let L( -): K” -+ A4 be a 
labelling function. For 95” = S, .5Y satisfies Assumption A, and so the condi- 
tionsofTheorem1aremet.Wehave~“={y~R”~y=~A,e~~=1,~~0) 
and j = 0 E 3”. However, J = 0 is not a regular point of X0. To see this, 
pick any one index j from among jE ( 1, . . . . p}. 
Then set 
x 
i 
0 ifi#j 
(Lo)= l/(mj+ 1) if i=j, 
FIGURE 4 
502b/47/2-6 
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for each (i, k) E M, and note that 2 2 0, e. 2 = 1, and AA = 0 = jj. If we 
define ai= ((j, l), . . . . (j,m,.,)), we see that OES~,, but 1~~1 =mj+l< 
N + 1, so long as p > 1. Thus jj = 0 is not a regular point of $5”. Thus, by 
Theorem 1, we can only assert that there exists at least one simplex 0 
of K such that (L(a) u C(a)) E G,. However, G, = (N c A4 1 jj E S,} = 
{~!cMl a=aj for somejE (1, . . . . p} }. Thus there exists a simplex 0 of K 
such that (L(a) u C(a)) 1 ( (j, 1) ,..., (j, mj+ 1) > for some j E ( 1, . . . . p}. This 
is precisely Theorem 1 of [7] or Lemma 3.2 of [ 181. 
Figure 4 illustrates the theorem for m, = m2 = 1 and p = 2. With 
j=O, G,= { ((1, 11, (1, 2), (2, 1,). ((1, l), (L2L C&2)), ((2, l), (2,2), 
(1, I>>, ((2, l), (2, 21, (172))). Th ere are six simplices of S with 
(L(a) u C(a)) E G,, namely (rl , **a, 06 in the figure. The set %” is the convex 
hull of the points (1, 0), ( - 1,0) (0, 1 ), and (0, - 1 ), the diamond shown 
in the figure. As the figure shows, J = 0 is not a regular point. 
Suppose now that the labelling L(. ): K” + A4 is dual proper, i.e., for each 
u E as, L(u) must be chosen so that A i~ = bi. Furthermore, suppose that no 
simplex c E K meets each facet F,, k) = {X E S 1 A (j, k)~ = b,, k)}, for all 
(j, k) E Ctj, for any j= 1, . . . . p. Then it can be shown that the requirements 
of Theorem 2 are met. This being the case, the logic employed herein can 
be used to show that there exists a simplex 0 E K such that L(a) 2 ai for 
some jE { 1, . . . . p}. This latter statement is precisely Theorem 2 of [7], and 
thus is a specific instance of Theorem 2 of this paper. 
4. LIMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS OF THEOREM 1 
Much of the beauty that lies in the classic combinatorial results that are 
analogs of topological theorems stems from the fact that the results are 
completely combinatorial in nature, and are independent of any particular 
geometric representation of the underlying polyhedron. For example, the 
Sperner lemma and Tucker’s lemma are purely combinatorial statements 
about labelled pseudomanifolds whose boundaries have particular com- 
binatorial properties, and yet these lemmas are precise analogs of theorems 
in continuous topology, namely Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem and the 
Borsuk-Ulam antipodal-point theorem, respectively. The other com- 
binatorial theorems cited in the introduction to this paper all have this 
property as well. 
The research that has led to the development of Theorem 1 was 
motivated by a desire to extend these other purely combinatorial results to 
the most general case: to present a purely combinatorial theorem for a 
bounded polyhedron that is completely independent of the geometric 
representation of the polyhedron, and is a combinatorial analog of 
Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem. This section discusses the extent to which 
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this goal 
research. 
has been achieved, and presents open questions for further 
Variance under Geometric Representation 
In developing a general combinatorial theorem for a labelled triangula- 
tion of a bounded polyhedron $5, one of the aims is to state a result that 
is invariant under the geometric representation of the polyhedron, i.e., that 
is identical for all polyhedra of the same combinatorial type. Theorem 1, as 
stated, depends on the rows of the constraint matrix (A, b) of 3, and so 
appears to be dependent on the geometric representation of %. In Theorem 
1, % must satisfy the geometric conditions of Assumption A, namely that 
X is bounded, solid, centered, and that the rows of (A, b) have been scaled 
and contain no redundant constraints. Here we discuss the extent to which 
these assumptions can be relaxed without affecting the conclusions of 
Theorem 1. 
The assumption that X is bounded is fundamental to Brouwer’s theorem, 
as well as to the finite counting arguments to be developed in the proof of 
Theorem 1 in the next section, and so cannot be eliminated. Because 
redundant constraints do not contribute to either the geometric or com- 
binatorial properties of a polyhedron, we retain the nonredundancy 
assumption to maintain the simplicity of the system, without detracting 
from the generality of the conclusions of Theorem 1. The assumptions that 
X is solid, centered, and scaled, can be eliminated, but the definition of X0 
must then be changed. 
Let us first consider the case when X = (X E R” 1 Ax < b > is solid but not 
centered and scaled. For any given x0 E int X, %’ = {x E R” 1 Ax < b - Ax” > 
is just a translation of 3 by -x0, and can alternatively be written as 
X’ = {X E R” 1 Jx < e}, where Ai = Ai/(bi - AiXO). 3”’ now is centered and 
scaled, and so the assertions of Theorem 1 apply. In this case the set 
SF”= (yER”Iy=AA, e-A= l,A>O> = {y~R~ly=U, L>O, A.(b--Ax”) 
= I), and for acA4, S,= (y~R*ly=&A., &>,O, A,.(b-Ax”),= 1). 
Thus Theorem 1 (and hence Theorem 2) can be modilieed to include the 
case when % is not centered and scaled. 
When 3” is neither solid nor centered and scaled, then the affine hull of 
% as well as a point x0 E rel int $5 can be determined, using the methodol- 
ogy in [S], for example, and 3 can be orthonormally transformed and 
translated to an equivalent combinatorial type 3’ that satisfies Assumption 
A. Theorem 1 can then be respecified through the transformed polyhedron 
X’. Details of this generalization of Theorem 1 can be found in Theorem 
3 of [9]. 
Theorem 1 can be stated more abstractly for any given bounded 
polyhedron, as follows. Let $5 only satisfy the boundedness assumption, 
and let JX” be any given polyhedron that is a combinatorial dual of X. Let 
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the vertices of 9Y” be the points A,, . . . . A, and let A be the matrix whose 
rows are given by these extreme points. Every face F of 2” corresponds to 
a unique dual face F” in %“, where F” = { y E X0 1 y = A, A, for some & 2 0 
that satisfies 1, b 0 and &ea = 1) for some unique subset a of 
M= { 1, . . . . m>. Thus every face of X can be denoted by F, for a’ particular 
index set a c M. For any subset S of Z’, let C(S) be the index a of the 
smallest face FE that contains S. For each y E %“, the set G, is defined by 
G,= (acMly=&A,, II,>O, e,.&= 1 has a solution for some A,}; and 
y E $7” is a regular point in 3” if every set a composing G, has at least d + 1 
elements, where d = dim 3”. With this notation in mind, we have the 
following generalization of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let 55 be a bounded polyhedron, and let So be any given 
combinatorial dual of 3. Let T be a finite triangulation of X and let K be 
the pseudomanifold corresponding to T. Let L( - ): K” + M, where 
M= (1, . ..) m> indexes the vertices of 3”“. Then: 
(i) If y is a regular point of %“, there exist an odd number of simplices 
o E T with the property that (L(a) v C(o)) E Gy, and hence at least one. 
(ii) If y E rel int SF”, then there exists at least one simplex o E T with 
the property that (L(o) u C(a)) E G,. 
We will not prove Theorem 3 here. Its proof follows as a natural 
generalization of the structure of Theorem 1, as will be seen in the proof 
of Theorem 1 in the next section. 
One question that arises in light of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 is whether 
the family of sets G, is invariant, regardless of the geometric representation 
of % or 3”. Stated another way, is it possible, given two combinatorially 
equivalent polyhedra X and 9, to obtain dual polyhedra To and go, such 
that the set G, arises for some y E int X0, but has no counterpart G, for any 
Joint P? If the answer to this question is no, then Theorem 1 is, in 
essence, completely independent of the geometric representation of the 
underlying polyhedra X and 3”. 
A partial answer of “yes” to the above question is given by the two dual 
polyhedra go and 3” shown in Fig. 5. Both are hexagons, and can be con- 
sidered each as the dual of a polyhedron 9? or g which are combinatorially 
equivalent. The set !8’ gives rise to the index set G, whose minimal 
members are (2, 3,6}, (2,4, 6}, (2, 3, 5}, (44, 6}, (2,4, 5 ), (1, 3, 5}, 
{ 1, 4, 5 >, and (1, 3, 6). Such a set is not realizable in the hexagon go, 
however, and so the polyhedra @ and g, though combinatorially identical, 
give rise to different index sets for Theorem 1. This shows that the conclu- 
sions of Theorem 1 do indeed depend on the geometric representation of 
the underlying polyhedron 2. 
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A3 
FIGURE 5 
However, if the indices of the extreme points of .%” are reordered 
appropriately, i.e., if we replace A, by A,, 2, by A,, 2, by A,, and 2, by 
&, then G, = G, and the two dual polyhedra give rise to the same collec- 
tion of index sets G, (and G,) as 2 (and Z) varies over all points in &’ (and 
3”). This raises the question of the combinatorial structure of the 
collection of sets (G, 1 z E X0 >. This set is not unique for combinatorially 
equivalent polyhedra X0. Are there, however, significant properties of 
the sets (GZ 1 z E 3’) that are invariant for combinatorially equivalent 
polyhedra X0 ? 
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A Generalization of Sperner ‘s Lemma 
Theorems 1 and 2 have been shown to generalize combinatorial results 
on the simplex and the simplotope that have unrestricted or dual-proper 
labels, respectively. The Sperner lemma, and its extension to the simplotope 
[7, 171, is based on proper labels, and does not appear to be a specific 
instance of Theorems 1 or 2. Sperner’s lemma can be derived from the 
Generalized Sperner lemma (see [6]) but this derivation fails to carry over 
to the simplotope. In the remainder of this section, we present a theorem 
that generalizes the results on the simplex and simplotope for proper labels, 
including Sperner’s Lemma [ 23 1. 
Let X, T, and L( e ) satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1, and let 
To= {yeR”ly=AA, 120, ;I..e=l}. For anyyEint%‘“, let D,= ((a,fi)E 
MxA41~/,Ag--&A.=y has a solution lp,& such that AB>O, &>O, and 
e,-II,+eg.Ap= 1). We have: 
THEOREM 4. Let X = {x E R” 1 Ax < b) satisfy Assumption A. Let T be a 
triangulation of 57, let K be the pseudomanifold corresponding to T, and let 
L( . ): K” + A4 be a labelling function. Then if y E int X0, there exists at least 
one simplex CJ E K with the property that (L(a), C(a)) E D,. 
Proof: Let %‘, T, L( . ), and K be given as in Theorem 4. Let 9 E int %” 
be given, and define ?Z”’ and T’ as in the projective transformation lemma, 
let K’ be the pseudomanifold corresponding to T’, and define 
L’(u’) = L(g-‘(u’)) for U’ E K”‘, where g( . ) is as defined in the projective 
transformation lemma. For each v’ E K”‘, define h’(u’) = - (A,.,,,, + J), and 
extend h’( . ) in a piecewise-linear manner over all of 3’. Define 
f’(x’)=argmin,(.,, l/z’-x’+h’(x’)lj2, where 1). II2 denotes the Euclidean 
norm. Because h’( .) is continuous, f ‘( .) is continuous and so contains a 
fixed point X’. Let 5’ be the smallest simplex 0’ in T’ that contains X’, and 
let a = L(3), /I = C(Z). Let 5 =g-‘(5’). Then a = L(6) and /3 = C(5). The 
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions state that X’ - X’ + h’(2) = -A& A - e 0 j)a 
for some 2, > 0. Furthermore, h’(2) = ---I, A, - jj for some particular 
2, > 0, e, . A, = 1. Therefore, AP A, - 2, A, = (e -1, + e . A,) j. After normaliz- 
ing the vectors A, and ;i, so that the sum of the component of both vectors 
is one, we see that (a, /3) = (L(a), C(5)) E D,. 4 
The proof of Theorem 1 using Brouwer’s theorem, presented in Section 
2, derives from the existence of an outward normal of the function h. The 
existence of an inward normal of h( .) is equivalent to the existence of a 
fixed point off ( - ) ( see Eaves [ 31). When y = 0, the function h’( . ) in the 
proof above is just - h( .) and the existence of an inward normal of h( .) is 
the same as the existence of an outward normal of h’( .). 
To show that Sperner’s lemma derives from Theorem 4, let S”, A” be 
defined as in Section 2, let T be a triangulation of S”, let K be the 
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pseudomanifold corresponding to T, and let L(. ): K” + M be a labelling 
function, where M= { 1, . . . . n + 11. L(. ) is said to be proper if for 
each v E K”, L(U) is the index of an element of M\C(V), i.e.; L(U) is the 
index of a nonbinding contraint of U, for v E K”. For ?E = S”, the set 
%“={y~R~ly=k4’, 220, e-2=1} is an n-simplex that contains the 
origin, and so y = 0 E int .!X”. The conditions of Theorem 4 are met, and so 
there exists a simplex 0~ K with the property that (L(a), C(o)) ED~ for 
y = 0. Let CI = L(a), p = C(a); then there exists A,, i, such that AsA; = 
&At, A@, &20, eS- B 1 + e, . & = 1. Because L( .) is proper, a n j? = 0. 
Note that for any i, REM, i#j, Ar.Ar<O. Thus Ai(Az)T<O and so 
0 > lBAF(A:)‘& = (&A”,)(&Ai)‘> 0 whereby J.,Az = 0; thus a = M= 
(1 , . . . . n + 1 ), and so L(a) = { 1, . . . . n + 1 }. This is precisely Sperner’s lemma, 
without the oddness assertion. 
The logic used above can also be used to prove Theorem 3 of [7] (see 
also van der Laan and Talman [ 17]), which generalizes, Sperner’s lemma 
to the simplotope. 
Theorem 4 does not contain an assertion about the oddness of the 
number of simplices under consideration. The basic constructs used to 
prove Theorem 1 combinatorially do not appear to carry over directly to 
the case of Theorem 4. It is an open question whether there exists a com- 
binatorial proof of Theorem 4 which asserts the existence of an odd 
number of simplices 0 E K for which (L(a), C(a) E D,, when y is regular. 
5. A COMBINATORIAL PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
This section contains a combinatorial proof of Theorem 1. The ideas 
behind the proof derive from relatively straightforward concepts that are 
easy to follow in two dimensions. In higher dimensions, they become more 
encumbered due to the possible presence of degeneracy in %. Hence, in 
order to motivate the proof along more intuitive lines, we start by showing 
an example of the proof in two dimensions. We then proceed to the more 
general case. 
Example of Proof in Two Dimensions 
Let 55 and X0 be as shown in Fig. 1, let T and L( .) be as shown in 
Fig. 2, and let K be the pseudomanifold corresponding to T. Define R to 
be the pseudomanifold consisting of simplices Q E K “joined” with the 
indices of C(a), i.e., 
and 
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FIG. 6. The pseudomanifold k7 
The construction of g is shown in Fig. 6. Note that 
aR= (plj?=C(x) for some XEK). 
For each i E M, extend L( - ): K” -+ A4 to L( - 1: R” --) M by the association 
L(i) = i for i E M. For each y E %“, let # G, denote the number of simplices 
8 E K with the property that L(C) E G,. In order to prove Theorem 1, it 
suffices to show that #G, is odd for all regular points y E To. Now let 
fkM= (1, . . . . 5) with I/3/ =n=Z. Let R,= (Bu (j),j~M, j$/3). For 
example, for p= (1, 3), R,= ((1, 2, 31, (1, 3,4), (1, 3, 5)). Let #R, be 
the number of simplices CT E K with the property that L(O) E R,, and let qp 
be the number of simplices ~7 E a&? with the property that L(O) = p. A parity 
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argument, first introduced by Kuhn [ 161, and later used by Gould and 
Tolle [ 121, states that the parity of #R, and the parity of qp are the same 
for any given p, with IpI = n. This implies, in particular, that 
(i) if /3 E aK, I/3\ = 2, then #R, is odd, and 
(ii) if /3 4 aE, IpI = 2, then # R, is even. 
The first statement follows from the fact that if /I E aK, then L(p) = fl, and 
there is no other simplex C? E aR with L(C) = /3. Thus qg = 1, an odd 
number, whereby #R, is odd. As an example, let /3 = (4, 5). Note that 
/I E aK. There are five simplices 6 E R with I.,( 6) E R, , namely (4, p, u 1, 
(x3 4 4, (w, 4 s}, {e,j, 2}, and {e, j, i}, an odd number. The second state- 
ment follows from the fact that if /I q! %, there can be no simplices 5 E dK 
with L(C) =/I. Thus qg = 0, an even number, and hence #R, is an even 
number. As an example, let /? = { 1,4 >, and hence /? 4 aK. There are four 
simplices 5 E R with L(O) E R,, namely {a, 3,4), (f,s, k}, {x, t, 4, and 
(4 L2). 
Now consider the set X0, shown in Fig. 7, subdivided into the eleven 
regions zk, k = l,..., 11. For any y E int zl, y is a regular point of 3”. Also, 
for any YEZ~, G, = { (1,4, 5}, (2, 4, 5}, (3, 4, 5}}, i.e., G, = R,, where 
p = (4, 5 >. Because /I E aK, by (i) above, # R, is odd, whereby # G, 
is odd, because R, = G,. This proves Theorem 1 for all y E int zl. For 
y E int zl, those simplices t? E i? for which L(a) E G, are (p, u, 4 >, (s, x, w ), 
1 x, t, z>, (e, i, j), and {e, j, 2). Th e main fact that has been used is that 
all yfzintz, are “sufficiently close” to the 
Y E int niz45 conv (& & A,), whereby G, 
jdf}, i.e., Gv=Riq,51. 
face (Ad, A,) so that 
= ((W,j)IjZ4, jZ5, 
FIG. 7. The subdivided cell X0. 
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We next will show that if y and z are in the interior of adjacent regions 
zi and zj of To, the parity of #G, equals the parity of #GZ. Since the 
parity of #G, is odd for y E int Zi, then this will mean that the parity of 
#G, is odd for y E int zk, k = 2, . . . . 11, proving assertion (i) of Theorem 1. 
Assertion (ii) follows from a closure argument. 
Therefore, consider any two adjacent regions Zi and zj, in 9”“, for 
example z4 and zs. For any y Eint z4 and zEint zs, G, = ({ 1,2,4), 
{2,4, 5}, (2, 3,4), (1, 3,4), {3,4,5)), and Gz= {{L 2,4), (2,4, 5}, 
(2, 3,4), (1, 3,4}, (1, 3, 5}, 12, 3, 5) ). Note that G,& = ((1, 3, 5}, 
(2,3, 5}, {3,4, 5)) =Ri3,5). Furthermore, the face of z4n z5 that 
separates z4 from z5 is generated by the line segment (A,, As). It is no 
coincidence that the set (3, 5) appears in each of the last two statements. 
Every simplex (A3, A,, A,), j$ (3,5}, contains either ~~ or r5 but not 
both. This shows that R,,, 5) c G,,dG,. But because the line segment 
(A,, A,) is the unique line segment separating z4 from r5, then any OL that 
lies in G,,dG= must contain { 3, 5}, i.e., a 1 (3, 5 >, whereby G,dG, E 
R13,5). Thus G,dG;=R,,,,,. For any collection D of subsets of il4, let #D 
denote the number of simplices 5 E R such that L(C) ED. Note that 
G, = (G,,\W u (G,. n GA 
whereby 
#G, = # (G,\G;) + # (G,, n GA 
because these two sets are disjoint. Similarly, we have 
# 6 = # (G;\G,) + # (G, n G,). 
We obtain 
# G.v - # Gz = # (G,>\GJ - # ( GZ\G,) 
= # (G,\Gz) + # (G,\G,) - 2 # (G,\G,) 
= # WY&) - 2 # (G,\G,) 
= #&,,q -2#(G=\G,). 
However, #Rf,,,j is even, because (3, 5 > $ ax. Therefore # G, - # G, is 
even, i.e., #G, and #G, have the same parity. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1 for the example of Figs. 1 and 2. 
The important facts leading to the proof that #G, and #GZ have the 
same parity if y and z are interior to adjacent regions 7i and zi of X0 are 
as follows: If Zi and zj are adjacent, there is a unique index set /3 such that 
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the (n - l)-simplex S, = {y E R” ly = iBAD, II, b 0, e -1, = l} separates zi 
from zi. Furthermore, S, cannot lie on &X0, whereby fl# aK. Finally, 
G,dGZ = R,. Therefore # G, - # GZ = # R, - 2 # (G,\G,), which is an 
even number. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 3, T, L( . ), and K be as given in Theorem 1. 
Because of the possibility that %” is not a simplical polytope (i.e., some 
facet of %” is not an (n - 1 )-simplex), we will perturb %” in order to obtain 
a simplical polytope. Let 3’ be the simplical polytope obtained by pdling 
the vertices of ?.&” to general position (see [ 13, Chap. 5.21 for properties of 
the pulling procedure). A point z E SF’ is a regular point of X’ if z cannot be 
expressed as the convex combination of n or fewer vertices of 3’ and z E 9” 
is a very regular point of X’ if z cannot be expressed as the affine combina- 
tion of n or fewer vertices of X’. (In two dimensions, all regular points are 
very regular. In higher dimensions, this need not be the case.) For any 
point z E %‘, define GI to be the index sets of vertices of %’ containing z in 
their convex hulls. 
LEMMA 1. Let y be a regular point of $5’“. Then there exists a very 
regular point z E 2“’ such that G: = G,. 
Proof. This is evident if suitably small perturbations are used during 
the pulling procedure. 1 
Let J= {acMla=C(x) for some XEX}. We call a member a of J an 
admissible index set. For each admissible a, S, is a face of so, and, in fact, 
J can alternatively be defined (dually) as J = (a c A4 1 S, is a face of %” >. 
Given an admissible a, F, = {x E XI A,x = b,} is a face of 3, S, is the 
face of 55’ corresponding dually to F,, and if k = dim F,, then 
n-k-l=dimS,. 
Let K, be the restriction of K to the face Fr, with vertices K,“. Then K, 
is the k-pseudomanifold corresponding to the restriction of the triangula- 
tion T to the face F,, where k = dim F,. Furthermore 0 E i3K, if and only 
if 0 E K, and a is a proper subset of C(a). 
Because the vertices of X’ are in general position, all faces of ?&’ are sim- 
plices; and because the vertices of %“’ are obtained by pulling the vertices 
of Z”, the faces of %’ correspond in a natural way to a triangulation of the 
boundary of 57” without introducing any new vertices. Let K’ be the 
(n - 1 )-pseudomanifold corresponding to this triangulation of 95’“. Let K:, 
denote the restriction of this pseudomanifold to the face S, of X0, where 
a is admissible. If dim F, = k, then KU is an (n - k - 1 )-pseudomanifold, 
and /I E aK, if and only if p E KL and p is a subset of some admissible set 
y that is a proper subset of a. The above remarks are summarized in the 
following: 
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LEMMA 2. For each a E J, let k = dim Fx. Then 
(1) K, is a k-pseudomanifold. 
(2) 0 E a& if and only if 0 E K, and a is a proper subset qf C(a). 
(3) K:, is an (n - k - 1 )-pseudomanifold. 
(4) ~EC?K:, ifand only $PEKI:, and p is a subset of some admissible 
set y that is a proper subset of a. 
With the aid of Lemma 2, we are in a position to construct the n-dimen- 
sional version of the pseudomanifold R constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 1 in two dimensions. 
Defllne 
and 
& {~ERy~= (T u /3, where B E K, and j3 E K’ and /? E C(a) ). 
Our main pseudomanifold construction is: 
LEMMA 3. R is an n-pseudoman fold, and aK = ( /? c A4 1 j3 E K’ }. 
ProoJ: Clearly K is closed under subsets. Let 0 u /3 E K, and let 
a = C(a). Let k = d im Fx. Then there exists a simplex 6 E K, with 0 2 g and 
161 = k+ 1. Als o, since /? E K:,, there exists /?E K:, with fly fl and I/?/ = n - k. 
Thus ou/?~iiu/?~K, and lCru/?l =k+ 1 +n-k=n+ 1. Thus every 
member of R is contained in an n-simplex in K. It remains to show that 
every (n - 1 )-simplex of R is contained in at most two n-simplices of K. 
Let TV u p E K be an n-simplex in K, and let a = C(a), k = dim F,. Then 
by the above remarks, 101 = k + 1 and I /?I = n - k. Any (n - 1 )-simplex of 
0 u j3 will either be of the form G u /3\u where v E 0 or 0 u p\i where i E /3. 
We first will consider the former case. We have three subcases: 
(i) a\v$aK,. Then C(a\v)=a, by Lemma 2. If auP\vu (i}EKfor 
some iEM, then j/?u (i>l =n-k+l, and flu (ifElu&, which is a 
contradiction since KE is an (n - k - 1 )-pseudomanifold. Thus any other 
n-simplex of K which contains CJ u /?\v must be of the form G u p\v u {w} 
for some w E x0, w # v, and since a\v u {w> is a k-simplex of K, and 
a\v $ i3K,, such a w exists and is unique. 
(ii) a\v E aK, and o\v = a. In this case k = 0, F, = {v}, K:, is an 
(n - 1 )-pseudomanifold, and IpI = n. Thus there is no i E M, i $ p, for which 
/? u (i> E K’. Also, there is no element w # v, w E K”, for which (w > u p E K. 
Thus ~fl\(V)=pEdK. 
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(iii) a\u E a& and a\u # 0. Thus there can be no w  E K”, w  # U, for 
which 0 u /?\u u (w > E K. Since a\u E 8K,, C(o\v) = 6 contains a as a 
proper subset, and /? c a c E, which means that p E a&, by Lemma 2. We 
must have dim FE = dim F, - 1 = k - 1, and so KZ is an (n - k)- 
pseudomanifold. Therefore, there is a unique index iE M for which 
flu (i) E&, and auP\uu (i> EE. 
We now consider the case when the (n - 1)-simplex of u u p is of the 
form u u fl\i for some ie fl. We have two subcases: 
(i) /?\i 4 a&. In this instance, there is a unique index Jo M, j # i, for 
which fl\i u {j> E r,, and hence (T u fl\i u {j> E K. Note that we cannot 
have o u p\iu (w > E R for any w  E K”. For if this were so, then 
c u ( w  > E K, and u u (w > E FE for some E which is a proper subset of a. But 
since p\i E J$,, by Lemma 2, p\i E a&, a contradiction. 
(ii) /?\i E a&. In this case, there can be no je M, j # i, for which 
c u p\i u (j} E K. However, since /l’\i E i3K&, there exists a proper subset or 
of o! that is admissible, for which p\iE K&, and hence dim Fti = k - 1. Thus 
o E aK,, and there exists a unique vertex u E K” such that o u {v) E K,. 
Thus ou/?\iu {v}EK. 1 
The construction of R by essentially aligning faces of 55’ with the dual 
faces of X0 resembles the construction of an antiprism in Broadie [ 11, but 
is combinatorial in nature and so does not depend on the geometric projec- 
tion property in his work. The construction of R is also closely related to 
the construction of a primal-dual pair of subdivided manifolds, as in 
Kojima and Yamamoto [14], athough R is combinatorial while the 
primal-dual pair of manifolds is not. An alternative construction of R that 
uses a lexicographic rule for constructing the triangulation of dX” is offered 
in the appendix of [9]. 
We now extend L( . ): K” ---+ A4 to L( . ): R” -+ M, by defining L(i) = i for 
iEM. 
For each /3 c it4, I/31 = n, defme R, = (/3 u (j)lje mfl}. For any collec- 
tion D of subsets of M, let #D denote the number of simplices 6 E R with 
the property that L(5) ED. We have the following result: 
LEMMA 4. Let PcM with [/?I =n. 
(a) rf b E aK, then # R, is odd, and 
(b) if p 4 aK, then # R, is even. 
Proof: Let qg be the number of simplices 8 of 8R with the property that 
L(6) = p. A simplex 5 for which L(6) = p is called P-complete, and a sim- 
plex 5 is called P-very-complete if L( 5) E R,, i.e., if p is a proper subset of 
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L(a). Then every /?-complete rt-simplex contains exactly two P-complete 
(n - 1 )-simplices, and every P-very complete n-simplex contains exactly one 
/?-complete (n - 1 )-simplex. Hence the parity of the P-very-complete n-sim- 
plices equals the parity of P-complete boundary (n - 1)-simplices; i.e., the 
parity of qp equals the parity of #R,. If p E 8R and //?I = n, then L(Q) = p 
and qs = 1, whereby #R, is odd. If /? 4 aK, then qa = 0, and hence #R, is 
even. [ 
(The parity argument used above was first introduced by Kuhn [16] 
and later used by Gould and Tolle [12].) 
We return now to the perturbed dual polyhedron %“‘, whose vertices we 
denote by u1 ,..., v’? Let fl c A4 with I/31 = n be given. Because the vertices 
are in general position, there is a unique hyperplane H, that passes 
through all vertices v’, where iE p. The set of all such hyperplanes H, as 
/3 ranges over all n-element subsets of A4 induces a piecewise linear sub- 
division of !Z’ (see Eaves [4]). Let z i , . . . . zP be the collection of n-cells 
comprising this subdivision. The following is an elementary consequence of 
the above remarks. 
LEMMA 5. A point z E %’ is very regular if and only if z E int ri for some 
iE (1, . . ..p). If z and w are both interior to the same n-cell Zi of the subdivi- 
sion, then Gz = G,. Furthermore, if z and w lie in the interior of adjacent 
n-cells of the subdivision of X’, then either CL = GI or GL,A Gi = R, for some 
n-element set p c M, and /.I # aK. 
Figure 7 illustrates this lemma in two dimensions. We will need two 
additional intermediary results before we prove Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 6. For each (n - 1 )-simplex /? of aK, there exists some very 
regular point z E 35’ for which G: = R,. 
ProoJ: Let F be the convex hull of the vertices v’ of Z’, iE p. Then by 
definition, p E 8R if and only if F is a facet of X’. Let w  be any point in rel 
int F, and let z be any point in int %’ sufficiently close to w. Then 
G;=R,. i 
LEMMA 7. Let y be a regular point of $5. There is a one-to-one 
correspondence between simplices 5 E K that satisfy L(5) E G, and simplices 
o E K that satisfy (L(a) u C(a)) E G,. 
ProoJ: Let 5 = rs u p satisfy L( 5) E G,. By delinition, L(e) = L(a) u 
L(b) = L(a) u p. Since L(a) u /-I E G,, then L(a) u C(a) E G,, because 
p c C(a) and G, is closed under supersets. 
Conversely, let Q E K such that L(a) u C(a) E G,. Let F be the smallest 
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face of % containing o and let F” be the corresponding face of the bound- 
ary of 9”” under polarity. Let a = C(a), let L = L(a), and let y = L u a. 
Then F” = S,. Also, let k = dim I;: Because y E int S,, dim S, = n. However, 
dim S, = n-k-l, and dim S,<lal=(dima)+ld(dimF)+l=k+l. 
Therefore dim S, < dim S, + dim S, < n - k - 1 + k + 1 = n, whereby 
dim SL = k + 1, and IL1 = k + 1. This means in turn that S, is a (k - 1 )-fold 
pyramid over S, (see [ 13, Chap. 4.21). The restriction of K’ to S, induces 
the triangulation of S, whose maximal simplices correspond to maximal 
simplices in KU, and hence are of the form S, , where /I E K:, , I /II = n - k, 
and p E a. The pseudomanifold Kg induces a triangulation of S, whose 
maximal simplices are S,,, for every maximal index set p E K’, . Because y 
is a regular point of X0, y lies in the interior of exactly one maximal 
simplex S, v B of S,, and hence Lu/?EG,. Thus OUPER and we have 
a=aup and LEGS. 1 
We now have: 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let y be a given regular point of X0. From 
Lemma 7, it suffices to show that #G, is odd. From Lemma 1, it sufices 
to show that # Gi is odd for every very regular point z E %‘. We prove this 
last statement as follows. 
Let /I E ai? with I/?/ = n. Let z be the very regular point described in 
Lemma 6. Then GL = R, and by Lemma 4, #R, is odd, and hence # Gl 
is odd. Now let Zi be the unique n-cell of the piecewise-linear subdivision 
of .5Y that contains z. Then by Lemma 5, GI, = GL for all w  E int Zi. Now let 
zj be another n-cell of the subdivision of .%“’ that is adjacent to Zi, and let 
w  now lie in int zi. Then, by Lemma 5, either GL = G:, whereby # Gh is 
odd, or G’,dGi=R, for some y#aE, IyI =n. We have Gi= (Gi\G’,,)u 
(Gi n G:,), whereby 
#G; = # (G;\G:) + # (G; n G;,). 
Similarly, # GI, = # (G’,,\G:) + # (G’,, n G:), and so 
# G:, - d G: = # (G’,\G:) + # (G;\G;,) - 2 # (G;\G’,,) 
= # (GLAG:) - 2 # (G;\G’,,) 
= #R, - 2 # (G;\G;.). 
However, by Lemma 4, #R, is even, and so #G’,, is odd, as it has the 
same parity as #G:. Proceeding in like fashion over all adjacent n-cells zk 
of the subdivision of X’, we see that #G:, is odd for all very regular points 
of X’, completing the proof. i 
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